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Legal disclaimer

PLEASE READ THIS SECTION (AND THE WHITEPAPER GENERALLY) CAREFULLY. YOU SHOULD CONSULT 
YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX, AND OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S) BEFORE TAKING ANY ACTION IN 
CONNECTION WITH THIS WHITEPAPER.

This whitepaper is intended to present relevant information to potential purchasers (the “Purchasers” 
and each a “Purchaser”) in connection with the proposed offering (the “Token Launch”) by Globatalent, 
an exempted company incorporated with limited liability in the Cayman Islands, (“Globatalent”, “we” or 
“us”) of cryptographic ERC20 standard tokens with the symbol ‘GBT’ (the “Tokens”), including information 
about the smart contract connected to the Tokens (the “Globatalent Smart Contract”) and the decentrali-
zed ledger technology platform and marketplace for the sports industry operated by Globatalent in con-
nection with the Tokens (the “Globatalent Platform”). 

The information contained in this whitepaper is not intended to be exhaustive and the statements inclu-
ded in this whitepaper are not intended to be relied upon or create or form part of a contractual rela-
tionship (unless the context otherwise requires). 

Nothing in this whitepaper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort, a solicitation for 
investment or investment advice nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer 
to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. This whitepaper is not composed in accordance with, and is not 
subject to, laws or regulations of any jurisdiction which are designed to protect investors. To the maxi-
mum amount permitted by applicable law, each of Globatalent and its directors and shareholders (collec-
tively, the “Associated Parties” and each an “Associated Party”) expressly disclaim and shall not be 
liable for any and all responsibility for any direct or any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or 
other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, 
income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with (i) the Purchaser’s accep-
tance of or reliance on any information contained in this whitepaper, (ii) any error, omission or inaccuracy 
in any such information or (iii) any action resulting therefrom. 

All statements, estimates and financial information contained in this whitepaper, made in any press 
releases or in any place accessible by the public and oral statements that may be made by Globatalent 
or any Associated Party that are not statements of historical fact, constitute “forward-looking state-
ments”. Nothing contained in this whitepaper is or may be relied upon as a promise, representation or 
undertaking as to the future performance or policies of Globatalent.

Further, Globatalent disclaims any responsibility to update any of those forward-looking statements or 
publicly announce any revisions to those forward-looking statements to reflect future developments, 
events or circumstances, even if new information becomes available or other events occur in the future.

This whitepaper, and any sale of Tokens referred to in this whitepaper, will be subject to and governed by 
any terms and conditions of purchase of such Tokens. Such terms and conditions of purchase will be deli-
vered by Globatalent to the prospective Purchaser after its receipt of a completed Indication of Interest 
or such other documents or materials as Globatalent may require from such Purchaser in connection with 
the satisfaction of its AML and KYC procedures (as defined in the Important Notices section below). 

Where there is any inconsistency between such terms and conditions of purchase and this whitepaper, 
the terms and conditions of purchase shall prevail and govern.
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Important notices

The acquisition of Tokens involves a high degree of risk. Before acquiring Tokens, it is recommended that 
each Purchaser conduct its own careful examination of all relevant information and risks about Globata-
lent, the Globatalent Platform and Tokens and, specifically, the disclosures and risk factors set out below. 
If any of the following risks actually occurs, Globatalent, the Globatalent Platform, the Tokens and the 
Purchaser’s Tokens may be materially and adversely affected, including the Purchaser’s Tokens being 
rendered worthless or unusable.

The acquisition of Tokens from Globatalent does not present an exchange of cryptocurrencies for any 
form of shares or equity interests in Globatalent, and a holder of any Tokens, issued by Globatalent is not 
entitled to any guaranteed form of dividend or other revenue right. Holders of Tokens are only entitled 
to the use of the Globatalent Platform and certain other rights within the Globatalent Platform in accor-
dance with the terms set out herein.

The Tokens are available to Purchasers in exchange for certain other cryptographic tokens or fiat currency 
(subject to Globatalent’s anti-money laundering (“AML”) and “know your customer” (“KYC”) procedures 
being satisfied (including as to source of funds)) and Globatalent does not provide any exchange of the 
Tokens for fiat currency. Globatalent also does not provide custodial or wallet services for the Tokens.

No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this whitepaper. 
No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdic-
tion. The publication, distribution or dissemination of this whitepaper does not imply that any such appli-
cable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with. 

Any person or entity, including anyone acting on its behalf, being based, being a citizen or resident, domi-
ciled, located or incorporated where applicable laws prohibit or restrict distribution or dissemination of 
Globatalent’s materials, acquiring Tokens or accessing the Globatalent Platform including, but not limited 
to, the United States of America and any of its lands, the Cayman Islands, New Zealand, Canada, People’s 
Republic of China, Singapore, Republic of Korea or any other country that prohibits the sale of Tokens 
shall not use the Globatalent Platform or acquire Tokens, otherwise this person assumes all the responsi-
bility arising from the continued use of the Globatalent Platform and/or Tokens.

All statements, estimates and financial information contained in this whitepaper, made in any press 
releases or in any place accessible by the public and oral statements that may be made by Globatalent 
or any associated party that are not statements of historical fact, constitute “forward-looking state-
ments”. Nothing contained in this whitepaper or such other statements is or may be relied upon as a 
promise, representation or undertaking as to the future performance or policies of Globatalent.

Further, Globatalent disclaims any responsibility to update any of those forward-looking statements or 
publicly announce any revisions to those forward-looking statements to reflect future developments, 
events or circumstances, even if new information becomes available or other events occur in the future. 
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Important notices

The Tokens may be placed on third-party exchanges, giving future Purchasers an opportunity to openly 
buy Tokens. A user seeking to enter the Globatalent Platform following the Token Launch will have to buy 
Tokens on such exchanges. Conversely, Tokens may be sold on such exchanges if the holder of Tokens 
would like to exit the Globatalent Platform ecosystem. Existing laws on the circulation of securities in 
certain countries, such as the United States of America, People’s Republic of China, South Korea, Canada 
and Singapore, may prohibit the sale of the Tokens to the residents of those countries. In addition, propo-
sed transfers of the Tokens may be blocked by Globatalent in circumstances where the proposed transfe-
ree has not already completed Globatalent’s KYC and AML procedures (including, without limitation, veri-
fication of identity and source of funds) to its satisfaction.  Purchasers should be aware of the restrictions 
on their subsequent sale.

The Tokens are not redeemable at the option of a Purchaser and are in essence “closed-ended”. The 
Tokens are non-refundable save in the limited circumstances expressly set out in this whitepaper.

The minimum aggregate Token purchase amount during the pre-sale stage of the Token Launch shall be 
US$130,000. Thereafter, the minimum aggregate Token purchase amount shall be as determined by 
Globatalent from time to time.

Globatalent is not currently required to register with the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority because the 
Tokens are not shares, trust units or partnership interests and accordingly are not currently considered 
equity interests for the purposes of the Mutual Funds Law (2015 Revision) of the Cayman Islands (“MFL”). 
Additionally, as the Tokens are not redeemable it would, in any event, be considered ‘closed-ended’. 
Purchasers must appreciate that the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority has therefore not reviewed this 
whitepaper and have not passed any judgment on the merits of Globatalent or acquiring the Tokens. The 
Cayman Islands Monetary Authority will have no oversight of the operations of Globatalent or the Tokens.

This whitepaper does not constitute an offer of the Tokens to the members of the Public in the Cayman 
Islands.  “Public” for these purposes does not include a sophisticated person, a high net worth person, a 
company, partnership or trust of which the shareholders, unit holders or limited partners are each a 
sophisticated person, a high net worth person any exempted or ordinary non-resident company registe-
red under the Companies Law (2016 Revision) or a foreign company registered pursuant to Part IX of the 
Companies Law (2016 Revision) or any such company acting as general partner of a partnership registe-
red pursuant to the provisions of the Exempted Limited Partnership Law, 2014 or any director or officer 
of the same acting in such capacity or the Trustee of any trust registered or capable of registering 
pursuant to the provisions of the Trusts Law (as Revised).

The Cayman Islands Government has not yet proposed or passed any legislation expressly regulating 
crypto currencies, cryptographic tokens, initial coin offerings or token generating events and its regula-
tory intentions are unclear. Each Purchaser should be aware that any new laws imposed in the Cayman 
Islands (or amendments to the existing laws of the Cayman Islands, such as the MFL) could, among other 
things: (i) prohibit the sale, purchase or transfer  of the Tokens or otherwise make holding them illegal, (ii) 
require Globatalent to register itself or the Tokens with the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority and 
become subject to its supervision or (iii) adversely affect or destroy the value of a Purchaser’s Tokens, 
and that such new laws or amendments could be imposed very quickly and without warning.
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Notices for particular purchasers

    Notice to prospective Purchasers is People’s Republic of China

For residents of the People’s Republic of China (which, for the purposes of this whitepaper, does not 
include Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan) only: the Tokens may not be marketed, offered or sold directly or 
indirectly to the public in the People’s Republic of China (the “PRC”) and neither this whitepaper nor any 
corresponding agreement for the purchase of the Tokens (“Purchase Documents”), which has not been 
submitted to the PRC securities and regulatory commission, nor any offering material or information con-
tained herein relating to the Tokens, may be supplied to the public in the PRC or used in connection with 
any offer for the subscription or sale of the Tokens to the public in the PRC. The information contained in 
this whitepaper and the Purchase Documents will not constitute an offer to sell or an invitation, adverti-
sement or solicitation of an offer to buy any Tokens within the PRC.

Notice to prospective Purchasers in Singapore

This whitepaper has not been registered as a prospectus with the monetary authority of Singapore under 
the Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore. Accordingly, this whitepaper and the Purchase 
Documents and any other document or material in connection with the offer or sale, or invitation for 
subscription or purchase, of the Tokens may not be circulated or distributed, nor may the Tokens be offe-
red or sold, or be made the subject of an invitation for subscription or purchase, whether directly or indi-
rectly, to persons in Singapore.
   

  
For residents of any country subject to sanctions from the United States of America or the Cayman 
Islands, including without limitation Belarus, Burundi, Central African Republic, Cuba, Iran, Libya, 
North Korea, the Philippines, Somalia, Sudan and Darfur, Syria and Zimbabwe will not be permitted to 
enter into the Purchase Documents or other otherwise purchase Tokens.
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Disclosures regarding this whitepaper

Accuracy of information, no consent of parties referenced in Whitepaper

This whitepaper includes market and industry information and forecasts that have been obtained from 
internal surveys, reports and studies, where appropriate, as well as market research, publicly available 
information and industry publications. Such surveys, reports, studies, market research, publicly available 
information and publications generally state that the information that they contain has been obtained 
from sources believed to be reliable, but there can be no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness 
of such included information. 

Save for Globatalent and its respective directors, executive officers and employees, no person has provi-
ded his or her consent to the inclusion of his or her name and/or other information attributed or percei-
ved to be attributed to such person in connection therewith in this whitepaper and no representation, 
warranty or undertaking is or purported to be provided as to the accuracy or completeness of such infor-
mation by such person and such persons shall not be obliged to provide any updates on the same.

Neither Globatalent nor any of the Associated Parties has conducted any independent review of the 
information extracted from third party sources, verified the accuracy or completeness of such informa-
tion or ascertained the underlying economic assumptions relied upon therein. Consequently, neither 
Globatalent nor its directors, executive officers and employees acting on its behalf makes any represen-
tation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and shall not be obliged to 
provide any updates on the same.

Terms Used

To facilitate a better understanding of the Tokens being offered by Globatalent for purchase, and the 
businesses and operations of Globatalent, certain technical terms and abbreviations, as well as, in certain 
instances, their descriptions, have been used in this whitepaper. These descriptions and assigned mea-
nings should not be treated as being definitive of their meanings and may not correspond to standard 
industry meanings or usage. 

Words importing the singular shall, where applicable, include the plural and vice versa and words impor-
ting the masculine gender shall, where applicable, include the feminine and neuter genders and vice 
versa. References to persons shall include corporations.

Forward Looking Statements

All statements, estimates and financial information contained in this whitepaper, made in any press 
releases or in any place accessible by the public and oral statements that may be made by Globatalent 
or any Associated Party that are not statements of historical fact, constitute “forward-looking state-
ments”. Some of these statements can be identified by forward-looking terms such as “aim”, “target”, 
“anticipate”, “believe”, “could”, “estimate”, “expect”, “if”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “possible”, “probable”, 
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Disclosures regarding this whitepaper

“project”, “should”, “would”, “will” or other similar terms. However, these terms are not the exclusive 
means of identifying forward-looking statements. All statements regarding Globatalent’s financial posi-
tion, business strategies, plans and prospects and the future prospects of the industry which Globatalent 
is in are forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements, including but not limited to 
statements as to Globatalent’s revenue and profitability, prospects, future plans, other expected industry 
trends and other matters discussed in this whitepaper regarding Globatalent are matters that are not 
historic facts, but only predictions.

Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors 
which may cause actual events or results, performance or achievements to differ materially from the esti-
mates or the results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements. These factors include, 
amongst others:

• Changes in political, social, economic and stock or cryptocurrency market conditions, and the regulatory 
environment in the countries in which Globatalent conducts its respective businesses and operations;
• The risk that Globatalent may be unable to execute or implement its business strategies and future plans.
• Changes in interest rates and exchange rates of fiat currencies and cryptocurrencies.
• Changes in the anticipated growth strategies and expected internal growth of Globatalent or the Globa-
talent Platform.
• Changes in the availability and fees payable to Globatalent in connection with its respective businesses 
and operations and/or the Globatalent Platform.
• Changes in the availability and salaries of employees who are required by Globatalent to operate the 
respective businesses and operations and/or the Globatalent Platform.
• Changes in preferences of the customers of Globatalent.
• Changes in competitive conditions under which Globatalent operates, and the ability of Globatalent to 
compete under such conditions.
• Changes in the future capital needs of Globatalent and the availability of financing and capital to fund 
such needs.
• War or acts of international or domestic terrorism.
• Occurrences of catastrophic events, natural disasters and acts of God that affect the businesses and/or 
operations of Globatalent and/or the Globatalent Platform.
• Other factors beyond the control of Globatalent.
• Any risk and uncertainties associated with Globatalent and its business and operations, the Tokens, the 
Token Launch, the Globatalent Platform and the underlying assets (each as referred to in this whitepaper).

Nothing contained in this whitepaper is or may be relied upon as a promise, representation or underta-
king as to the future performance or policies of Globatalent. Further, Globatalent disclaims any responsi-
bility to update any of those forward-looking statements or publicly announce any revisions to those 
forward-looking statements to reflect future developments, events or circumstances, even if new infor-
mation becomes available or other events occur in the future.
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Disclosures regarding this whitepaper

No further information or update

No person has been or is authorised to give any information or representation not contained in this 
whitepaper in connection with Globatalent and its business and operations, the Tokens, the Token 
Launch and the underlying assets (each as referred to in the whitepaper) and, if given, such information 
or representation must not be relied upon as having been authorised by or on behalf of Globatalent. The 
Token Launch (as referred to in this whitepaper) shall not, under any circumstances, constitute a conti-
nuing representation or create any suggestion or implication that there has been no change, or develop-
ment reasonably likely to involve a material change in the affairs, conditions and prospects of Globata-
lent or in any statement of fact or information contained in this whitepaper since the date hereof.

Restrictions on Distribution and Dissemination of whitepaper

The distribution or dissemination of this whitepaper or any part thereof may be prohibited or restricted 
by the laws, regulatory requirements and rules of any jurisdiction. In the case where any restriction 
applies, you are to inform yourself about, and to observe, any restrictions which are applicable to your 
possession of this whitepaper or such part thereof (as the case may be) at your own expense and without 
liability to Globatalent or the Associated Persons. 

Persons to whom a copy of this whitepaper has been distributed or disseminated, provided access to or 
who otherwise have the whitepaper in their possession shall not circulate it to any other persons, repro-
duce or otherwise distribute this whitepaper or any information contained herein for any purpose what-
soever nor permit or cause the same to occur.

Language of whitepaper

This whitepaper may have been prepared in multiple languages. In the event of any inconsistencies 
between one version and another, the English language version shall prevail. 



Executive summary

The sports industry is “different”.  It allows the 
emotions of entire communities of people  to be 
set free and share vibrant moments with its fans, 
and allow an experience rarely found in any other 
industry. However, many clubs and athletes will 
never achieve their sporting goals, due to financial 
problems. The world of sports, as we know it, 
needs to change.  Economic needs should not stop 
young talent  from developing and sports organi-
zations should be financially empowered to allow 
freedom of all global talent.

All over the world, there are countless examples of 
clubs that have disappeared and talented athletes 
who have never achieved their highest potential 
because of insufficient economic support, leaving 
them with only one option: to quit their sports 
career and give up on their dreams.

We believe in a decentralized world and we want 
to do the same for the sports industry. 

The Globatalent Platform is a decentralized mar-
ketplace where investors and fans can invest in 
clubs or players and obtain returns by buying and 
selling future benefits guaranteed by their image 
rights, player transfers, prize money, salaries, 
ticketing, TV contracts or any other income they 
receive.

Fans from all over the world will be able to invest 
even small amounts of money in their clubs or 
athletes and therefore be bound to the future 
revenues that the clubs and players can generate.

The Globatalent Platform will reduce the club 
costs of buying new player rights as they will not 
need to work under the terms of investments 
funds. It will help young athletes to be in direct 
contact with their fans and to allow them to recei-
ve financial support to continue their careers. It 
will create stronger bonds between fans and their 
favorite sports stars and clubs.

The Globatalent Platform will help the global 
sports community obtain financial support to carry 
on their activities, promote more healthy lifes-
tyles, and eliminate the ability of third parties to 
take advantage of clubs and athletes that have 
financial needs. 

Globatalent’s team has worked collectively for 
over 50 years in the sports industry and they are 
only too aware of the obstacles and disappoint-
ments behind the untold stories in the sports 
industry. We want to help revolutionize  the global 
sports industry through decentralization.

The Globatalent Platform, a public blockchain 
project, will be in charge of ensuring and applying 
all fair-play commitments and will push for a fair 
sports industry to promote values like sacrifice, 
commitment, fair-play, effort, perseverance, deter-
mination, discipline, modesty and honesty. 

The Globatalent Platform will develop a tool that 
will allow clubs or players to sell their rights (spor-
ting rights, image, and future incomes) to their 
fans. Clubs and players can be funded by the 
partial sale of their future income rights and allows 
them to continue their career or season.

10 D E C E N T R A L I Z E D  S P O R T S
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The sports challenge

Nowadays, clubs and athletes have different ways of 
obtaining financial support. Their incomes usually arise 
out of TV rights, ticketing, sponsoring, hospitality, prize 
money and other minor sources of income.

However, a lot of clubs undergo considerable difficul-
ties, from an economic point of view, because their 
cash flow is not enough to support their financial needs 
due to high salaries and the high interests paid to 
hedge funds which have funded them previously.
 
Sponsoring rights, transfer rights and many other rights 
which are currently involved in sports are centralized 
by just a few companies or agencies. To transfer soccer 
(football) players there are only a few main agents or 
agencies which control almost 100% of the entire 
market. Recently, FIFA (International Federation of 
Association Football) banned hedge funds and other 
investors from buying the transfer rights of players 
from teams in soccer so that they cannot control 
elements that contradict financial fair-play within the 
sport. Sports should belong to the fans and not to a 
selected few. We must have decentralized sports 
where fans can invest in their sports idols and role 
models. Today, a fan who loves his team can only be a 
supporter and does not have any other rights. 

The real challenge for Globatalent and the Globatalent 
Platform is to allow sports fans to have direct contact 
with the athlete they choose. We propose horizontal, 
direct communication with sports idols instead of the 
limited, selective, vertical communication which is how 
it currently works.

The place where a human is born should not condition 
them to have more or less opportunities to succeed. 
Our challenge is to decentralize sports and support any 
human being with sports talent to get enough financial 
support to carry on his or her sports career and allow 
the rest of world population to help, to invest in young 
talent and to make a better sports world through fan 
support.
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The sports challenge

Current club problems

In soccer, an example of this existing problem is that 
hedge funds and other investors have lent money to 
some clubs to purchase sporting rights of players over 
the last few years. They usually lend the club any 
amount of money at a high interest and they also keep 
a 30% (minimum) of the future players’ rights. When 
the club sells the player to another club, the investors 
receive 30% of the total amount and also the interest 
payable on the total amount the club has borrowed. 

The ethics of these investors have been considered 
controversial because they sometimes force the club to 
sell the player only because they want to recover their 
investment sooner, even if it is not a good strategic 
decision sports-wise.

On the other hand, that same investor can lend millions 
to other clubs. 

Can you imagine a UEFA Champions League Final 
where the best players on both teams are funded by 
the same investment source? This can lead to unfair 
influencing of team results and match outcomes.

Current athlete problems

A young tennis player with a great deal of talent needs 
economic support to get on the ATP Top 100 or Top 50. In 
his or her early stages when they are aged fourteen or 
fifteen years old, they need to travel all over the world to 
get ATP points that allows them to get onto the ATP list. 
However, what happens if this talented youngster does 
not have the economic support to travel all over the 
world?

Currently, these young players are unlikely to achieve 
their sporting goals. If they are lucky, an investment com-
pany may support them in exchange for 30% or 60% of 
their future incomes from prize money, thus taking advan-
tage of young talents due to their vulnerability and finan-
cial dependency.
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A Global Sports Marketplace
built with Blockchain Technology

The Globatalent Platform is a decentralized and 
transparent marketplace of athletes and clubs 
based on tokens.

The decentralization of sports in the Globatalent 
Platform will help ensure that everyone has 
access to sports financing. With the Globatalent 
Platform you will be able to support and invest in 
athletes from anywhere around the world. It 
doesn’t matter if you live in the UK  or any other 
country (subject, of course, to any territorial 
restrictions on the sale or purchase of the 
Tokens), you will potentially be able to help 
future talent in Australia, South Africa, Nigeria, 
Germany, Spain or any other country around the 
whole world subject to compliance with applica-
ble laws and sanctions. We will make it available 
for everyone in a sustainable way and without 
the need to invest large sums of money.

The sports market needs to be democratized so 
that fans can invest in their sports role models and 
allow clubs or athletes to receive an income. The 
blockchain decentralization power allows the 
Globatalent Platform to offer the worldwide popu-
lation an opportunity to support their club or future 
sports talent, in more ways than one.

Users can buy and sell future benefit rights of 
players and teams whose value varies according to 
their performance in the real world and on the 
supply and demand market. Our model provides 
users the ability to buy and sell their tokens on the 
the Globatalent Platform.

Using the Globatalent Smart Contracts of different 
types, the Globatalent Platform will empower and 
enhance sponsorship. For example, an investment 
using a Globatalent Smart Contract in which an 
athlete, club or other sports organization offers a 
long-term deal to stakeholders by “trusting” a share 
of their future income or other revenue in exchange 
for an upfront investment.

The Globatalent Platform will offer athletes, teams, 
clubs and other sports organizations a blockchain, 
smart-contract based platform where their profiles, 
lists of their current achievements and plans for their 
future will be posted for consultation by all.

A club or organization would be able to obtain finan-
cing by selling a percentage of ticketing, sponsorship, 
TV rights, player transfer rights and/or any other 
future rights of the club. It will be completely transpa-
rent and open to the public. It will reduce fixed costs 
on the purchase of players and anticipate the 
moment of the sale while still enjoying the best 
player on their team. It would also enhance fan parti-
cipation allowing them to become more loyal suppor-
ters by acquiring a share of those future rights.

Athletes would be able to upload the future benefits 
of their rights, prize money, salaries, etc. on the 
Globatalent Platform in return for a percentage of 
the future profits of those rights, which the athletes 
would decide themselves.

Due to the sale of future benefit rights, athletes 
would be able to finance their sports careers and 
possibly reach a peak performance by continuing 
training which they couldn’t have done previously.  It 
also enables them to obtain funds by allowing them 
to make other investments or take advantage of any 
other business opportunities anticipating their future 
retirement.

A fan will be able to be part of his or her favorite team, 
identify more closely with a sports role-model,  feel 
like they are part of their club, and at the same time, 
receive revenue when their athlete’s or club’s  perfor-
mance improves.

Any fan will be able to invest in sports and obtain 
important incomes and be part of the sports business 
world which, at the moment, is limited to only a selec-
ted few. It would be decentralized and open to all, 
thanks to the Globatalent Platform.
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A Global Sports Marketplace
built with Blockchain Technology

The solution for clubs

The Globatalent Platform will help clubs receive 
financial support, decentralize the sports industry and 
allow fans to invest in their teams. Through the Globa-
talent Platform, clubs will be able to sell and tokenize 
their rights and receive profits and benefits in advan-
ce while enjoying their all-star players’ performances.

Fans will be able to buy future benefits of the club 
that they support and at the same time are able to 
make investments and receive profits.

We have already mentioned rights for player transfers, 
but the Globatalent Platform will also allow the ability 
to tokenize future benefits of any rights such as image 
rights, TV rights, sponsoring rights, etc.

The solution for athletes

The Globatalent Platform will allow young players to 
sell parts of their future incomes without having to 
have an everlasting mortgage on their own life. Fans 
will become interested in supporting a young talen-
ted player and receiving a profit for doing so. The 
Globatalent Platform community will make sure that 
young athletes will have a chance to manage their 
own lives and benefit from their own talent.
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A Global Sports Marketplace
built with Blockchain Technology

An example of an athlete who is able 
to “connect” with fans and their 
financial requirements:

Lenny is 18, a young, professional racing driver on 
the rise. He just came in third at a race in Nurbur-
gring, after also achieving several podium posi-
tions during the season. However, he still can’t 
afford to hire a personal manager and he is not 
well-known enough to attract sponsors. Lenny and 
his family are struggling to finance his training, 
nutrition, travel and accommodation costs. Costs 
are increasing as his career evolves, while funds to 
support him remain the same. Lenny has calcula-
ted that annual costs for an optimal racing cam-
paign are approximately $150,000.

After analyzing his career he determines that 
within 4 years his race-driving career will improve 
to the point where he would be able to have major 
corporate sponsor’s support and fund his own 
running costs. Lenny then decides he will offer 
25% of all his future sponsorship proceeds recei-
ved within the next 15 years, in exchange for a 
$500,000 investment on “him”, on his career, on 
his potential talent. He opens a personal account 
on the Globatalent Platform, setting the invest-
ment goal at US$500,000 and marking the prede-
termined option to offer 25% of future sponsors-
hip proceeds in exchange.  

Due to his good track record, professionalism and 
dedication, investors are aware of his potential. 
Within six months, Lenny is able to reach the full 
investment goal of US$500,000 contributed by 
1,659 investors. He receives 357,143 Tokens (the 
value of 1 Token at that moment is US$1.40). As 
the Token is listed on several exchanges, he is able 
to sell them at the market price of US$1.40 and 
within 4 days he will receive the amount of 
approximately US$500,000 into his bank account.

He will now be able to focus on his training and 
stop worrying about the finances needed. At the 
age of 21, Lenny manages to join the Williams F1 
Team, and by the end of the season, his points rank 
him as sixth in the F1 Drivers Championship. He 
then signs a sponsorship agreement with a major 
sunglasses and wristwatch company, which entit-
les Lenny to $2.5 million annually, for 5 years. 

Since Lenny entered into an agreement with his 
investors via the Globatalent Platform, Lenny is 
contractually required to transfer 25% of this 
sponsorship money to them. Investors would recei-
ve an aggregate amount of $625,000 each year, 
which means their initial investment would be 
repaid within the first year after Lenny signs the 
sponsorship agreement. Payments received in 
each year thereafter would be pure profit. The 
Globatalent Platform made it possible for Lenny to 
consolidate and to continue his promising career. 
Investors who identify such talent and support it 
early on, can potentially expect sizable returns 
during the span of an athlete’s career.
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A Global Sports Marketplace
built with Blockchain Technology

Our athlete, sports fan and investor 
decentralized service

In order to offer a transparent, decentralized servi-
ce and offer a real tool for those clubs and athletes 
to be supported, Globatalent would receive a fee 
equal to 3% of all tokenized purchases which 
would be paid in the form of GlobaPlayer Tokens 
(defined below).

Globatalent will reserve 33% of all the fee tran-
sactions received by it to support the Globatalent 
Youth Program; a fund for young athletes with no 
economic resources to develop their sports and 
their academic careers.

Clubs or athletes all over the world will be able to 
submit their application form to apply for funds 
from the Globatalent Platform. The Globatalent 
Platform community will analyze, discuss and 
select the best proposals.
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Our model sale of right

E-Market

The club or player o�ers the
advance sale of their future
income right.
Example: 20% in exchange for 
US$250,000

P G M

The GlobaPlayer Tokens sold enter
instantly on a secondary market.
Fans can sell and buy their tokens
with other fans through the Tokens

When the clubs sells the total rights
to another club or the player received
prize money, the GlobaPlayer.
Token owner would be entitled to
receive the corresponding percentage
of the profits.

BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

Fans can start buying tokens

WORLDWIDE

The platform “tokenize”
that 20% by creating
25,000 new tokens which
are specifically related to
that club or player (“Globa
Player Tokens”) with a
value of US$10 per token.
Such GlobaPlayer Tokens
would also be ERC20
standard and would
useable in the manner
described in this whitepaper.

BUSINESS MODEL
Globatalent will receive a fee
equal to 3% of each transaction
in the form of GlobaPlayer Tokens. 
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Sports access for everyone

Athletes are talented, determined, and intelligent. Indi-
viduals work hard to maintain a healthy lifestyle and 
hope to be successful in their respective disciplines. 

People look up to their favorite athletes and their 
teams, which is why we want people to feel they are 
also an important part of their development, that they 
have participated and have been there from the begin-
ning of a potential successful sports career.

The Globatalent Platform sports-market seeks to trans-
form sport investment models by offering a worldwide, 
available, and an open platform that will allow each 
user to decide where to invest by providing informa-
tion of the relevant athlete or sport, beyond the user’s 
knowledge. 

We will offer a new way of investing in sports in which 
each person can decide who to help and will not be 
limited by their knowledge of the sport or how much 
information they may have. Our blockchain will make 
investments easy, help talented athletes in a global 
and an adequate way. With this new investment model, 
we will no longer have a middle man who may want to 
benefit from our athletes or teams through their own 
bidding. Every athlete will have a fair, open pathway to 
effectively demonstrate their talent and be able to 
reward their fans for it.

Millions of fans will be able to invest in rising athletes 
or future all-star players by supporting their sports 
careers and profit from their success. 

The Globatalent Platformaims to help those talents to 
reach their best potential and help the less athletically 
talented ones to invest in those with more talent and 
be able to share their success. It is a win-win for both 
parties.
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The sport market

At the end of 2017, the global sports-market generated 
revenue of approximately $91 billion. That same year, 
revenue from the sports merchandising market in 
North America reached 14.2 billion U.S. dollars. The 
statistics depict the revenue generated in the global 
sports market from 2005 to 2017.

46.5

58.4 

78.2 

76.1 

90.9

2005

2009

2012

2013

2017

Global Sports-Market
Total revenue from 2005 to 2017*

* Sports market revenue in billions U.S. Dollars
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The sport market

International soccer transfer
market activity

According to the International Transfer Matching System 
(ITMS) from FIFA, the number of transfers completed 
each year has been increasing steadily, and a new record 
was set in 2016 with 14,591 international transfers.

Spending on transfer fees has also reached a new high at 
$4.79 billion. The 14.3% increase from the previous 
year was the largest since 2013. Since October 2010, 
$22.67billion was spent on transfer fees.

12.005
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13.601 

14.591
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Total number of international transfer by years
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3.98 

4.08

4.19 

4.79
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Total spending on transfer fees by years
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The sport market

Tennis global economy

The TIA (Tennis Industry Association) in the U.S.A., in 
its last report, estimated the global tennis economy at 
$5.94 billion in 2015, recording an almost 4% growth 
in comparison to 2014.

A total of $50.4 million was handed out at the end of 
the last Grand Slam year, being the largest sum of prize 
money in tennis history. The men’s and women’s singles 
champions each received a check for $3.7 million.

Most of the high-ranking players are also locked into 
endorsements with top sports and luxury brands, ban-
king multiple times their on-court earnings in any 
given year. 

On the following list, we can see the 10 highest-paid 
tennis players of all time, based on on-the-court 
winnings.

1. Novak Djokovic $109,805,403

2. Roger Federer $107,780,560

3. Rafael Nadal $86,289,532

4. Serena Williams $84,463,131

5. Andy Murray $60,807,644

6. Pete Sampras $43,280,489

7. Venus Williams $37,928,590

8. Maria Sharapova $36,585,213

9. Andre Agassi $31,152,975

10. David Ferrer $30,690,257

10 highest-paid tennis players of all time
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The sport market

Motorsport market

According to a recent study from IndustryARC, 
the global market value of motorsports was $3.3 
billion in 2015. The revenues are accumulated 
from different channels like sponsorship, adverti-
sing, ticketing, merchandising, hosting fees and 
broadcasting.

The motorsports market led by the growth of the 
Formula Racing format across the world, will 
exceed the $6.5 billion mark by 2022 at a CAGR 
of 9.6%. 

F1 has been changed from an amateur hobby 
into the world’s most-watched annual sports 
series with 400 million viewers last year and an 
$8.0 billion value as Forbes revealed last April.

As an example of the driver’s income, Sebastian 
Vettel is the highest paid Formula One driver in 
the 2017 season with a record three-year deal 
with Ferrari worth $150 million. He is also one of 
the highest paid athletes in the world. Lewis 
Hamilton also signed a new three-year deal to 
remain with Mercedes and the value will be worth 
up to $40 million now that he has won the title.

Basketball Market

The average National Basketball Association fran-
chise is now worth $1.36 billion, a 3.5 fold increa-
se over the last five years. Fueling the gains are 
the NBA’s $24 billion media deal with ESPN and 
TNT that kicked off this season, a new collective 
bargaining agreement ensuring seven years of 
labor peace and massive international opportuni-
ties.

Sponsorship spending on the NBA and its 30 
teams totaled $799 million in the 2015-2016 
season, an 8.1 percent increase from the previous 
year, according to IEG research.

The 2017-2018 season marks the first of a 
three-year trial period by the NBA to place spon-
sorship logos on player uniforms in a move to 
generate additional revenue. Now, 14 teams have 
already reached agreements that sum approxi-
mately $118 million and a $250 million potential 
in the following years.
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Architecture overview

Ethereum provides an optimal technical infrastructure to build the Globatalent Platform, as it has an 
ecosystem of decentralized applications that the Globatalent Platform can integrate perfectly with. The 
Tokens are comprised of the following elements:

Layer 0 - Blockchain Ethereum :
In the Blockchain Ethereum network, a 
Globatalent Smart Contract is executed that 
will generate the total of the Tokens with all 
their properties. At this time the Tokens 
exist as one more address in the Ethereum 
network and will include some applications 
that can be called to operate with.

Layer 1 - Exchange:
Once the Tokens are created, they are sent 
to another Globatalent Smart Contract 
ERC20 of the Token Launch that will 
manage the distribution of the Tokens 
using an exchange as a platform.  Glo-
baPlayer Tokens of each of the athletes 
that enter the ecosystem will have their 
tokens based on the original Token, a fork, 
the difference will be the name of the 
GlobaPlayer Token, its symbol, the 
number of GlobaPlayer Tokens issued  
and the price. Depending on whether     
the GlobaPlayer Token is utility it can be 
obtained in a private or public exchange. 
In the exchange you can trade the tokens 
with fiat money and also with different 
cryptocurrencies.

Layer 2 - Integration :
In the integration layer are the APIs and Libraries that will have the function of intermediaries between the 
lower layer (Exchange) and the upper layer (Application), using the communication protocols and calls to 
different intermediary smart contracts.

Layer 3 - Application :
It is the upper layer, where the user is offered a variety of utilities or tools so that he can operate safely with 
his Tokens. It can be a Wallet as a desktop client, Web Wallet or desktop applications that allow you to 
customize your usage preferences in order to access information about the status of your Tokens any time.

Layer 3: Application

Desktop applicationsWeb Wallet Desktop Wallet

Layer 2: Integration

Libraries APIs

Layer 1: Exchange

Layer 0: Blockchain Ethereum

Token GlobaAlice
x30,000,000

(GBALI)

Token GlobaBob
x8,000,000

(GBBOB)

Token GlobaJohn
x73,000,000

(GBJHN)

Fork

Fork

Fork

Token Globatalent
x1,000,000,000

(GBT)

Smart
Contract

ERC20

Smart
Contract

ERC20

Creation of
the token

Crowdsale
Tokens logic

sharing

In the Globatalent
ecosystem the players
have their own custom

utility token
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Architecture overview

Process to obtain tokens

Depending on the investor's country of origin, it will be necessary to meet a series of standard require-
ments. Once  Globatalent’s KYC and AML policies and procuedures have been completed and verified, the 
user will have access to an exclusive exchange of Tokens where he can buy the amount he wants, and he 
will be able to make the payment in fiat currency, bitcoins, ethereum or any of the other cryptocurrencies 
accepted by the exchange.

GlobaPlayer Tokens will be generated based on Globatalent Smart Contracts executed based on indi-
vidual athlete or clubs who are raising an investment. Once an individual GlobaPlayer Token is genera-
ted, the Globatalent Platform will host the GlobaPlayer Token on a decentralised exchange (DeX) on 
the Globatalent Platform and on an external DeX. This will allow for the transfer of value between the 
different major fiat (e.g. USD, GBP etc.), crypto (e.g. BTC, ETH etc.) and the native Token in exchange for 
the GlobaPlayer Tokens. Purchasers of GlobaPlayer Tokens will be allowed to operate to a greater or 
lesser extent depending on the degree of verification that they choose to complete based on regional 
KYC and AML requirements.

The GlobaPlayer Tokens can be purchased with fiat currency, bitcoin, ether and also with Tokens (Phase 
1). The user who holds Tokens and wants to use them to buy GlobaPlayer Tokens will benefit from 
discounts on the price.

All transactions carried out will be registered in the Blockchain of the Ethereum network.

* For non-accredited investors, the ability to trade Player tokens will depend on the Citizenship
and Domicile status determined by KYC/AML/CFT outcome.

Phase 1

Phase 2

Accredited Investors
+

Non Accredited
Investors 

Accredited
Investors

Register
KYC/AML

Globatalent
Exchange

GLOBATALENT
Marketplace*

External
Exchange

GBT GBTGBT

PlayerGBT Player Player

Blockchain
Ethereum
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The GlobaTalent exchange

The GlobaTalent exchange will be the heart of all transactions and investments into all talent.  To get users to 
our product, we’re partnering with some of the greatest talent in the world.  You can learn more about that on 
page 34. Our team know sport, and we’re leveraging our connections in the industry to build the future of 
decentralized sport.  A platform to invest in great talent.

Globatalent has a strategy implemented for driving users to their platform.

Globatalent has a strategy implemented for driving users to their platform based on the 'Think Globally, Act 
Locally' approach that the Globatalent team feels is essential to act in an appropriate manner across the board.  

The Globatalent platform itself has been built with the opportunity for every single sports fan from across the 
globe to have the opportunity to invest in their favourite athletes, clubs and organizations. We have imple-
mented different techniques to ensure that no-one feels isolated and that true equality and fair play has been 
created by allowing each and every single person to have involvement.

Globatalent will open offices across the world including Buenos Aires, Dubai, London, Madrid and Hong Kong 
to help both the fans who use the marketplace and the athletes who need the platform to raise investment. 

Globatalent will deploy a marketing strategy where 80& will be driving as many people as possible to the 
Globatalent platform and allowing these fans and supporters the opportunity to invest in the athletes. The 
other 20% will be focused on non-conventional tactics such as sponsoring endorsement and sponsoring 
activation. 

From this behaviour planned up and implemented by ourselves, we are confident that Globatalent will be one 
of the most used platforms and web application in the whole sports industry.

Beta linkhttps://market.globatalent.com/#/login
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Architecture overview

How the Token works

The registered user calls a Token contract because 
he wants to buy an amount of those Tokens. This 
contract ERC20 communicates with the Token 
Launch implementing the "TokenController" 
contract to perform the necessary checks and if 
everything is OK to perform the operation.

If all is well, the Token Launch contract will do seve-
ral things, call the Token holder and execute the 
function that is responsible for removing the Tokens 
from the Vault (defined below), and the Token 
Launch contract sends the Tokens requested by the 
user to the user Address (defined below).

At the same time, the Token Launch sends the ETH 
to the Wallet Multisig. If the payment is made with 
Fiat, it would go to a bank account through an 
e-commerce system with a bank gateway, and if the 

payment was made with BTC to a Globatalent BTC 
wallet. Payments in Tokens would go to the Vault 
again, to a specific Address.

Tokens issued will be stored in the Token Holder 
Vault and for the corresponding ethers or bitcoins - 
they will be securely held in a multisignature wallet. 
Fiat will be received by the bank. Tokens will be 
distributed to Purchasers after the Token Launch to 
the corresponding public address. The Tokens will 
be subject to a series of rules such as lockup 
periods. 

The vault is a smart contract that will be executed at 
the Token Launch. Specific rules govern the distri-
bution of all tokens based on this whitepaper.

The registered user calls a Token contract because he wants to buy an amount of those Tokens.

The ERC20 contract communicates with the ICO implementing the "TokenController" contract
to perform the necessary checks and if everything is OK to perform the operation.

The ICO contract will do two things, one call the Token Holder and execute the function that is
responsible for removing the Tokens from the Vault. At the same time, the ICO sends the ETH
to the Wallet Multisig. If the payment is made with Fiat, it would go to a bank account through
an e-commerce system with a bank gateway, and if the payment was made with BTC to a
Globatalent BTC wallet. Payments in GBT would go to the Vault again, to a specific Address.

The ICO contract sends the Tokens requested by the user to the user Address.

Token
ERC20

Multisig Wallet

User

Token Holder (Vault)

Crowdsale
(ICO)

contract TokenController {
         function proxyPayment(...)
         function onTransfer(...)
         function onApprove(...)
}

CONSTRUCTOR:

// @notice Constructor to create a MiniMeToken
// @param _tokenFactory The address of the MiniMeTokenFactory
// contract that will create the Clone token contracts, the token
// factory needs to be deployed first
// @param _parentToken Address of the parent token, set to 0x0 if
// it is a new token
// @param _parentSnapShotBlock Block of the parent token that
// will determine the initial distribution of the clone token, set to 0 if
// it is a new token
// @param _tokenName Name of the new token
// @param _decimalUnits Number of decimals of the new token
// @param _tokenSymbol Token Symbol for the new token
// @param _transfersEnabled If true, tokens will be able to be
// transferred
function MiniMeToken(
        address _tokenFactory,
        address _parentToken,
        uint _parentSnapShotBlock,
        string _tokenName,
        uint8 _decimalUnits,
        string _tokenSymbol,
        bool _transfersEnabled
    ) public {
        tokenFactory = MiniMeTokenFactory(_tokenFactory);
        name = _tokenName;                           // Set the name
        decimals = _decimalUnits;                    // Set the decimals
        symbol = _tokenSymbol;                       // Set the symbol
        parentToken = MiniMeToken(_parentToken);
        parentSnapShotBlock = _parentSnapShotBlock;
        transfersEnabled = _transfersEnabled;
        creationBlock = block.number;
    }
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Architecture overview

How the Token works

The Wallet Multisig also works with a Globatalent 
Smart Contract, serves for something similar to 
the Token holders, the difference is that instead 
of being a Globatalent Smart Contract who dicta-
tes when you can get what it contains (ETH) is a 
consensus of people. This generates confidence 
in the community, so it is more difficult for a 
single person to do what they want with the 
Ethers earned by the purchase of Tokens.

For each Token we have two contracts, the con-
tract that generates the Token with all its charac-
teristics and the contract that controls the sale of 
that Token. In this last contract there will be a 
method that will be called "sendTokens", then 
from the outside, offchain, from any platform that 
allows you to pay with bitcoins (like Bitpay), you 
receive the payment in BTC or in any other cryp-
tocurrency, when that platform tells you that you 
have already received the BTCs, a call to the "sen-
dTokens" method of the contract will be made, 
which takes advantage of the sale of a specific 
Token and sends them to the address that you tell 
them.

All this would be done in our own Exchange 
through Web3, which is a Javascript API compati-
ble with Ethereum, and will be used to make calls 
to Ethereum and tell it to send Tokens to a con-
tract or Address. The Globatalent Platform will 
eventually develop the Exchange with the imple-
mentations in JavaScript, Python, etc. Also, the 
payment gateway in Fiat will have to include an 
e-commerce module to pay with MasterCard, 
Visa or similar, through a bank gateway.
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Token sale summary

This whitepaper explains the distribution of Tokens and the details of the Token Launch. It also briefly 
explains the purpose of a GlobaPlayer Token and its function within the Globatalent Platform.

Use of tokens

For the Token Launch, Globatalent will issue the Token.  

The initial funding of the Globatalent Platform. will be through a crowd sale dashboard accessible via 
www.globatalent.com offering 500,000,000 of the 1,000,000,000 initial Tokens. Tokens will be distribu-
ted in two crowd sales; (1) a private pre-sale; followed by (2) a public sale.

Token 1:  GBT

The Token is an Ethereum based token implemented as ERC20 and allows for participants to contribute and 
engage in building a sports blockchain ecosystem.

There will be 1,000,000,000 Tokens in existence and no more Tokens will be issued after the Token sale 
period is over. About 2% of the Tokens, to ensure a wide distribution, will be airdropped to users of the com-
munity and relevant Ethereum blockchain projects that will add value to the Globatalent Platform.

Token 2:  (e.g. GlobaPlayer1, GlobaPlayer2, GlobaPlayerN)

The centerpiece of the project will be the blockchain’s ability to tokenize clubs and individual players. 
Each instance of a club or player on the blockchain will be represented as its own token, being a 
GlobaPlayer Token. Once the Globatalent Platform is up and running, each of these GlobaPlayer Tokens 
will be created using its own smart contract. Funds raised for a GlobaPlayer Token will have the 
following allocation:

GlobaPlayer Token

Funds towards Players/Clubs Up to 97%
Costs incurred specific to the GlobaPlayer Token will
be accounted for within this allocation

Token holders (Airdrop) 1% Token holders will be rewarded proportionately**

Globatalent 1%
Funds will be used in the upkeep of the
Globatalent Platform

Social care youth programme* 1% Community will have a say in what talent to invest in

(e.g.) GlobaPlayer

* The Social care youth programme will be a corpus that will aggregate contributions from all GlobaPlayer tokens. The Globatalent community, on a 
timely basis, can exercise their tokens to vote for individual players or sports based non-profit organization who require assistance and have applied for 
access to the funds held in the Youth Program Promotion.
** Token holders will rewarded proportionally if they help with promotions, marketing and generating all support for players and clubs being tokenized.



Discount schedule

Stage Discount

Pre sale Maximum discount up to 45%
up to-1M=20%
1M-2,5M=25%
2,5M-5M 35%
+5M= 45%

18 June until 30 JuneUp to 15%  based on investment times*

Ends 31st May

Timeline Minimum investment

Public Sale

7 ETH

0,15  ETH  

* The public sale discounts are based on a chronological order. The early buyers get higher discounts than the later buyers.
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Token sale summary

Important
(1) Instructions to participate in the Token Launch will be provided 
on our social media channels and email.
(2) Only Accredited Investors (as determined by the Company by 
reference to local laws) can participate in the token sale.
(3) The Token Sale event will take place over a secured platform 
that specialises in validation of participants through country-spe-
cific KYC and AML procedures.
(4) Do not send your currencies to any contract or contact outside 
of the Globatalent Platform, details of which will be published 
closer to the time of the Token Launch.

Token sale details Token distribution summary

50% Token Launch*

13% Bounty

20% Team & Investors 7% Advisors & Ambassadors

8% Reserve Funds

2% Airdrop*

50%

20%

13%

7%

8%

2%

500 Million

80 Million

70 Million

20 Million

130 Million

200 Million

*The allocation of 500,000,000 Tokens is indicative of the maximum 
Tokens that will be minted as part of the token sale allocation. For 
instance, if 400,000,000 Tokens are sold, only these number of 
Tokens will be minted as part of the token sale allocation. 

Private Pre-Sale A round of private sale with take
place before the Public Sale

Public Sale 18th June, 2018 to 30th June, 2018

Soft Cap USD 5,000,000

Hard Cap USD 35,000,000

Maximum numbers
of token generated

1,000,000,000 tokens

Maximum available
for purchase

500,000,000 tokens

Platform (Token type) Ethereum (ERC20)

Accepted Currencies ETH, BTC, Fiat

ETH/USD ratio The price of ETH will be fixed based
on the ETH average price for 2 weeks
prior to the Private pre-sale start date

Token Release Schedule The Token Launch completes
either end of Public Sale or when
the Hard Cap is reached.
Tokens will be distributed at the
end of the Token Launch

USD Price per token USD 0.07

Discount Refer Table Discount Schedule

Token Symbol GBT



Purchasers

Airdrop

Team

Advisors

Reserve 

Bounty

Token Holder %

50%

2%

18%

7%

8%

13%

Early Investors

Total 

Lock up 20% until 6 months

Unlock 25% tokens every
3 months from ICO date 

Unlock 40% after 12 months
Unlock 40% after 12 months
Unlock 20% after 12 months

Unlock 20% after 2 months;
Then unlock 20% every month

Unlock 50% after 18 months;
Unlock 50% after 18 months

No lock-up

Unlock 40% 1 day after Token Launch;
Then unlock 20% every 3 months

2%

100%

Lock-Up Period Schedule
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Token sale summary

Token lock-up period

The Token Lock-up schedule reflects a fair incen-
tive based schedule. The Token release schedule 
incorporates the role each participant plays and 
the value they bring to the project and ensures 
the participants implementing the project are 
engaged for longer term on the project.
 
Early investors are rewarded for their early strate-
gic support to the project by unlocking a portion 
of their Tokens. At the same time, Public sale 
investors have 20% of their Tokens locked until 6 
months to ensure they are engaged with the 
project until at least a version of the mainnet will 
be available. Token Lock-up period starts at the 
official end of the Token Launch.

Use of funds – allocation summary

The funding will be allocated to multiple aspects 
of the project. The largest part will serve for deve-
loping the Globatalent Platform and the Marke-
ting and Community Building, but we also need 
budget for supporting activities.

30%

20%

25%

20%
5%

30% Software development

25% Marketing and
Community Building

20% Operation & Legal

20% Onboarding Talent and
sport development staff

5% Reserve
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Token sale summary

Software development, IT Infrastructure & Security

A main part of our budget will be allocated to development. Since software development requires mostly 
the labor of skilled employees this part of our budget will be used to pay our software developers and 
analysts. Funds will be used so that the appropriate security and IT infrastructure is made available to 
ensure software delivery from the testnet to the mainnet with utmost quality and in a timely manner.

Marketing & Community building

The Globatalent Platform is a unique blockchain project that requires hands-on involvement of ensuring 
that the impact of decentralisation is effective with a strong sense of community. To this effect, we have 
to ensure that enough funds are allocated to the outreach of local, regional, national and international 
communities around the world. The marketing budget will be used to create awareness and engagement 
of the possibilities of our platform.

Onboarding talent and sport development staff

Given the local and international nature of the outreach it will be vital for Globatalent to have the right 
personnel in the office and on the ground at strategic intersections of specific sports and countries (e.g. 
Cricket in India, or Football worldwide etc.). This is both a labor and capital intensive endeavour.

Operations & Legal

The budget allocated to operations is to run the supporting organization, to rent the office space and 
equipment, have proper means of communication, provide a level of support to the platform user, etc. 
Also, ensuring Globatalent has the right legal contracts with suppliers, players, clubs on an ongoing basis.

Contingency  budget

This budget is the Globatalent 'reserve fund'. This will be used when new budget needs arise, or when one 
of the other budget lines was underestimated and runs out of funding.
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The team

linkedin.com/in/sunil-bhardwaj-03465a10/

Sunil Bhardwaj
Co-Founder & CEO

Sunil is the CEO and Co-Founder of Globatalent. 
Sunil has over 20 years experience as general 
manager for basketball clubs at the highest level 
along with Formula 1 and Soccer. He started his first 
successful company at the age of 23.

Ferrán Martínez
Co-Founder
Strategic alliances advisor

Ferran is a former FC Barcelona basketball player and 
an Olympian.  He specializes in investing in startups, 
especially within Fintech, Quantum computing and 
Blockchain. He has a solid track record in financial 
markets and wealth management. He has led private 
“Sports & entertainment” banking units at UBS, Banc 
Sabadell, Mirabaud and Andbank, as well as publi-
shing books on investment and management skills.

linkedin.com/in/ferran-martinez-7420024/

Iñaki Cabrera
Co-Founder
Sports & Business advisor

Iñaki is a Co-founder of Globatalent. Iñaki works 
as a Director at Wilson Racquets Sports. In his 
career, he has been an active contributor in 
promoting and developing the tennis industry. In 
his previous jobs he has worked for Quiksilver, 
Adidas and Amer Sports Group. He is a holder of a 
BSc in Sport Management and a MBA in Business 
Administration.

linkedin.com/in/i%C3%B1aki-cabrera-bb384214/



Ali Hararwala
Blockchain advisor

linkedin.com/in/alihararwala/

Alejandro Martínez
Solidity engineer

linkedin.com/in/alejandro-martinez-987a98105/

Óscar López Ruiz
Blockchain engineer

linkedin.com/in/oscarlopezruiz

Dušan Zvonár
Front end engineer

linkedin.com/in/du%C5%A1an-zvonar-71273690/

Robert Spitz
Press manager

linkedin.com/in/rob-spitz-2b5360113/

Daniel Pozo
Digital marketing manager

linkedin.com/in/dann-marketing-blockchain-ico/
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The team

Javier Domínguez
CTO

linkedin.com/in/javier-dominguez/
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Advisors

Ricard Casas Gurt
ACB Professional
Basketball Coach

ACB Professional Basketball Coach.
2001-14 European Gold Medal 2011.
More than 27 years in the basketball elite.
Valladolid (ACB). Vive Menorca (ACB).
Pamesa Valencia (ACB). Spain Selection Promises.
2nd FC Barcelona coach.

https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ricard_Casas

Daniel Díez
Blockchain advisor

Global Head of Blockchain @UST Global. Professor ESIC 
Business & Marketing School. Co-Author @LibroBlock-
chain. Innovation consultant & tech entrepreneur, 
focused on the business engineering side. Cryptocu-
rrency / Blockchain / DLT early adopter (2011) with an 
extense track-record as researcher, mentor, founder & 
business developer. Former Co-Founder and BDO at 
Furai.co, Blockchain Toolkit, Bit2Me & YUROHS.

linkedin.com/in/danicellero/

Omar Dweik
Sports Advisor

Former Jordanian National Team Footballer and Block-
chain Enthusiast.

linkedin.com/in/omardweik7/

Jonathan Quali
eSports Advisor

Former French national team cyberathlete (eSports). 
Blockchain and crypto enthousiastic.

linkedin.com/in/jonathan-quali-23b736143/

Gareth Lai
Asia Pacific Advisor

Founder of a tech startup called VARII. Executive 
committee and Director of Marketing & Events for 
HKDAIA. Intrapreneur and ex-consultant at PwC. Hong 
Kong based crypto investor.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/gareth-lai-55222745/

Max Song 
Blockchain Advisor

Hong Kong based crypto investor. Ex Silicon Valley Data 
Scientist and Entrepreneur. Cofounding member of HK 
Digital Assets Investment Association.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/songmax/

Experienced marketing executive in several multinatio-
nal companies. Angel Investor and entrepreneur. Vice 
President Corporate Marketing at Mediatek. Founder of 
BrandCrypt.

Gaby Treiband
Marketing Advisor

https://www.linkedin.com/in/gaby-treiband/
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Supporters

Dani Redondo 
Globatalent Supporter

Kyokushin Fighter. 
 5 Times European Champion. 
2 British Open Championship First position. 
World Champion 2015. 

instagram.com/redondodani/

Maurice Evans
Globatalent Supporter

Maurice ‘Mo’ Evans is a NBA Veteran. Mo played for 
almost a decade in the NBA and served for four years as 
Vice President of the NBA Players Association.

linkedin.com/in/maurice-evans-8349ba84/ twitter.com/1moevans

Anna Muzychuk
Globatalent Supporter

Anna Muzychuk is a Ukrainian chess grandmaster and 
multiple World Chess Champion. She is also a strong 
advocate for women’s rights throughout the world.

https://m.facebook.com/anna.muzychuk.9 www.instagram.com/muzychuk_anna/

João Sousa
Globatalent Supporter

João Sousa is a professional tennis player who is 
ranked #68 in the world by the ATP. Top-ranked Portu-
guese player in ATP. 

facebook.com/joao30sousa/ twitter.com/joaosousa30

Dani Clos
Globatalent Supporter

Dani Clos is a racing professional who has been 
successful at every level including Formula 1.

https://www.facebook.com/DANICLOS https://twitter.com/daniclos

Splyce
Globatalent Supporter

https://www.facebook.com/Splyce/ https://twitter.com/splyce



Mediterranean
Ladies Open
Globatalent Supporter

The Estrella Damn Mediterranean Ladies Open is one of 
the most important golf tournaments in the world and 
part of the European golf tour.

www.facebook.com/MeditLadiesOpen/ twitter.com/search?q=%40MeditLadiesOpen%20&src=typd&lang=es
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Supporters

NK Rudeš
Globatalent Supporter

NK Rudeš are a Croatian football team competing in the 
HT Prva Liga. Based in Zagreb, they have been compe-
ting in Croatia’s highest division since their fantastic 
Druga Liga campaign in 2016/17 where they finished 
champions.

facebook.com/nkrudes/ twitter.com/NKRudes

Deportivo Alavés
Globatalent Supporter

Deportivo Alavés are a Spanish football team who are 
currently competing in La Liga. They have won several 
tournaments throughout years in all the leagues in 
Spain and famously were runners up in the 2016/17 
Copa del Rey as well as in the 2000/01 Uefa Cup.

facebook.com/deportivoalaves twitter.com/alaves

Baskonia
Globatalent Supporter

Saski Baskonia are a professional basketball team based in 
Spain. They currently compete in the Liga ACB and the 
EuroLeague. They have won 3 Spanish championships, 6 
Spanish cups, 4 Spanish Supercups and 1 Saporta Cup making 
them one of the highest regarded basketball teams in Europe.

www.facebook.com/baskonia twitter.com/Baskonia

BKN eSports
Globatalent Supporter

BKN eSports are a professional club in the world of e-sports. 
They are promoting the rise of e-sports and proving that the 
electronic side of sport is becoming incredibly competitive. 
They have professional players in a world of games 
including League of Legends and the FIFA series.

http://bknesports.com/

JS Hercules 
Globatalent Supporter

JS Hercules are an association football team from Oulo, 
Finland. Founded in 1998, they started in the lowest tier of 
Finnish football, since then, they have seen themselves rise 
in both competitiveness and reputation.

http://jshercules.com/



Ricard Casas Gurt
ACB Professional
Basketball Coach

ACB Professional Basketball Coach.
2001-14 European Gold Medal 2011.
More than 27 years in the basketball elite.
“I have invested in Globatalent for several reasons, but 
mainly to help the next generations of athletes to 
succeed, to be able to study and train at the highest 
level at the same time. Now the whole world can help 
them. I have lived many experiences with young talents 
who have not been able to develop their sports career 
due to lack of economic resources. The experience of 
Globatalent team conveys confidence but above all fair 
play. I hope soon all of us can act in Globatalent and be 
a win to win situation for all.”
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First investors

Gaby Treiband
Entrepreneur and
angel investor

Experienced international telecoms business executive.
“I decided to get involved in Globatalent not only to be 
part of the blockchain “revolution”, but to make a 
contribution supporting potential sports stars develop-
ment through a transparent platform.
Today only a few have the chance to participate in the 
sport industry business, and GlobaTalent aim to decen-
tralize and democratize the investment in sports with 
their management team convinced me to make this step.”

Pedro Randez 
Entrepreneur and
angel investor

Pedro Randez is an entrepreneur and investor passio-
nate about innovation and entrepreneurship.
He is the Founder of The Corporate Gym & Wellbeing 
Group, Corporate Wellness Centers leader in Europe.
He is also an active business angel investor. 
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Road map

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
Prospection with clubs, players,
athlete managers , etc.

2017
May-Sept

2017
November

2017
December

2018
March

2018
April

COMPANY IS FOUND TESTNET LAUNCH

WHITE PAPER MOCKUP

PARTNER ON BOARDING

2018
June

2018
April - June

2018
June

2018
July-Sept

2018
Oct-Dec

KICK OFF PLATFORM RELEASE

ICO CROWD SALE MVP RELEASE
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Risk factors, disclosures, acknowledgements and
warranties by purchasers and other notices

Risk factors and disclosures
IMPORTANT NOTICE: PROSPECTIVE PURCHASERS SHOULD CAREFULLY CONSIDER THE RISKS INVOLVED 
IN DETERMINING WHETHER PURCHASING THE TOKENS IS A SUITABLE INVESTMENT, CERTAIN OF WHICH 
ARE SUMMARISED BELOW.

In this section, unless the context otherwise requires, the risk factors and disclosures set out below 
shall also be deemed to apply in relation to GlobaPlayer Tokens as if references to Tokens were refe-
rences to GlobaPlayer Tokens.

DISCLOSURES REGARDING TOKENS

Nature of Tokens

Except as explicitly set out in this whitepaper, Tokens do not have any rights, uses, purpose, attributes, func-
tionalities or features, express or implied, including, without limitation, any uses, purpose, attributes, func-
tionalities or features on the Globatalent Platform. Globatalent does not guarantee and is not representing 
in any way to a Purchaser that the Tokens have any rights, uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities or featu-
res. The purchase of Tokens does not provide a Purchaser with rights of any form with respect to Globata-
lent or its revenues or assets, including, but not limited to, any voting, distribution, redemption, liquidation, 
proprietary (including all forms of intellectual property), or other financial or legal rights; is not a loan to 
Globatalent; and does not provide the Purchaser with any ownership or other interest in Globatalent.

Tokens are non-refundable

Globatalent is not obliged to provide Purchasers with a refund for any reason and Purchasers will not receive 
money or other compensation in lieu of a refund. The Tokens are also not redeemable at the option of the Purcha-
ser. Statements set out in this whitepaper are merely expressions of Globatalent’s objectives and desired work 
plan to achieve those objectives. and no promises of future performance or price are or will be made in respect 
to Tokens, including no promise of inherent value, and no guarantee that Tokens will hold any particular value.

Tokens are provided on an ‘as is’ basis

The Tokens are provided on an “as is” basis. The Associated Parties and each of their respective directors, 
officers, employees, shareholders, affiliates and licensors make no representations or warranties of any kind, 
whether express, implied, statutory or otherwise regarding the Tokens, including any warranty that the Tokens 
and the Globatalent Platform will be uninterrupted, error-free or free of harmful components, secure or not 
otherwise lost or damaged. Except to the extent prohibited by applicable law, the Associated Parties and each 
of their respective directors, officers, employees, shareholders, affiliates and licensors disclaim all warranties, 
including any implied warranties of merchantability, satisfactory quality, fitness for a particular purpose, 
non-infringement, or quiet enjoyment, and any warranties arising out of any course of dealings, usage or trade. 
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Risk factors, disclosures, acknowledgements and
warranties by purchasers and other notices

Tokens may have no value

The Tokens may have no value and there is no guarantee or representation of liquidity for Tokens. Globatalent 
is not and shall not be responsible for or liable for the market value of the Tokens, the transferability and/or 
liquidity of the Tokens and/or the availability of any market for Tokens through third parties or otherwise.

Lack of development of market of Tokens

There are no warranties that Tokens will be listed or made available for exchange for other cryptocurrency 
and/or fiat money. It shall be explicitly cautioned that if Tokens are made available on an exchange, such 
exchange, if any, may not be subject to regulatory oversight, and Globatalent does not give any warranties in 
relation to any exchange services providers. Because there has been no prior public trading market for Tokens, 
the Token Launch may not result in an active or liquid market for Tokens, and the price of Tokens may be volati-
le. Token holders may not be able to dispose of Tokens easily and where no secondary market develops, a 
Token holder may not be able to liquidate at all. Proposed transfers of the Tokens may be blocked by Globata-
lent in circumstances where the proposed transferee has not already completed Globatalent’s KYC and AML 
procedures (including, without limitation, verification of identity and source of funds) to its satisfaction.  
Purchasers should be aware of the restrictions on their subsequent sale.

Risks relating to highly speculative prices

The valuation of cryptocurrency in a secondary market is usually not transparent, and highly speculative. The 
Tokens do not hold any ownership rights to Globatalent’s assets and, therefore, are not backed by any tangible 
asset. The value of Tokens in the secondary market, if any, may fluctuate greatly within a short period of time. 
There is a high risk that a Purchaser could lose its entire contribution amount. In the worst-case scenario, 
Tokens could be rendered worthless.

Force Majeure

The Token Launch and the performance of Globatalent’s activities set out in this whitepaper and the develo-
pment roadmap may be interrupted, suspended or delayed due to force majeure circumstances. For the 
purposes of this whitepaper, “force majeure” shall mean extraordinary events and circumstances which 
could not be prevented by Globatalent and shall include: changes in market forces or the technology, acts of 
nature, wars, armed conflicts, mass civil disorders, industrial actions, epidemics, lockouts, slowdowns, 
prolonged shortage or other failures of energy supplies or communication service, acts of municipal, state or 
federal governmental agencies, other circumstances beyond Globatalent’s control, which were not in exis-
tence at the time of Token Launch.

Insurance

Unlike bank accounts or accounts at financial institutions, Tokens are uninsured unless you specifically 
obtain private insurance to insure them. Thus, in the event of loss or loss of utility value, there is no public 
insurer or private insurance arranged by Globatalent to offer recourse to a Purchaser.
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Risk factors, disclosures, acknowledgements and
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GOVERNMENTAL DISCLOSURES

Globatalent is not a regulated mutual fund

Globatalent is not regulated as a mutual fund for the purposes of the Mutual Funds Law (2015 Revision) of 
the Cayman Islands (“MFL”) on the basis that Tokens are not shares and Globatalent is therefore not a regis-
trable mutual fund.  In addition, the Tokens are not redeemable at the option of the Purchaser and so the 
Tokens and Globatalent are considered ‘closed-ended’. Accordingly, neither a copy of this whitepaper nor 
details about Globatalent have been filed with the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority (“CIMA”). Because 
Globatalent is not a regulated mutual fund, Globatalent is not subject to the supervision of CIMA and 
Globatalent is not required to have its accounts audited nor submit such accounts to CIMA. 

If Globatalent were regulated as a mutual fund under the MFL, it would need to comply with regulatory 
requirements designed to protect investors, including the requirement to limit the minimum aggregate 
Token purchase amount to US$100,000 or its equivalent in any other currency in order for it not to be licen-
sed or administered by a licensed mutual fund administrator. Globatalent would also need to pay a pres-
cribed initial registration fee.

These are matters which would be required in connection with an initial registration under the MFL. Globa-
talent would also then have ongoing obligations under the MFL following its initial registration, including 
the obligation to file with CIMA prescribed details of any changes to this whitepaper; to file annually with 
CIMA accounts audited by an approved auditor and a fund annual return; and to pay a prescribed annual fee.

If Company were a regulated mutual fund, it would also be subject to the supervision of CIMA, and CIMA 
would have wide powers to take certain actions if certain events occur.

Risk of unfavourable regulatory action in one or more jurisdictions

The regulatory status of cryptographic tokens, digital assets, and blockchain technology is undeveloped, 
varies significantly among jurisdictions and is subject to significant uncertainty. It is possible that certain 
jurisdictions may adopt laws, regulations, policies or rules directly or indirectly affecting the Bitcoin and 
Ethereum network, or restricting the right to acquire, own, hold, sell, convert, trade, or use Tokens. Deve-
lopments in laws, regulations, policies or rules may alter the nature of the operation of the blockchain 
network upon which the Tokens are dependent. There can be no assurance that governmental authorities 
will not examine the operations of Associated Parties and/or pursue enforcement actions against Asso-
ciated Parties. All of this may subject Associated Parties to judgments, settlements, fines or penalties, or 
cause Associated Parties to restructure their operations and activities or to cease offering certain 
products or services, all of which could harm Associated Parties’ reputations or lead to higher operational 
costs, which may, in turn, have a material adverse effect on the Tokens and/or the development of the 
Globatalent Platform.
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Purchaser bears responsibility of legal categorization

There is a risk that Tokens might be considered a security in certain jurisdictions, or that they might be 
considered to be a security in the future. Globatalent does not provide any warranty or guarantee as to 
whether the Tokens will be a security in the jurisdiction of the Purchaser. Each Purchaser will bear all con-
sequences of Tokens being considered a security in their respective jurisdiction. Every Purchaser is 
responsible to confirm if the acquisition and/or disposal of Tokens is legal in its relevant jurisdiction, and 
each Purchaser undertakes not to use Tokens in any jurisdiction where doing so would be unlawful. If a 
Purchaser establishes that the purchase or use of Tokens is not legal in its jurisdiction (or would only be 
legal if the company had taken additional steps such as registration or licensing), it should not acquire 
Tokens and immediately stop using or possessing Tokens.

Acquiring Tokens in exchange for cryptocurrency will most likely continue to be scrutinised by various 
regulatory bodies around the world, which may impact the usage of Tokens. The legal ability of Globata-
lent to provide or support Tokens in some jurisdictions may be eliminated by future regulation or legal 
actions. In the event that Globatalent determines that the purchase or usage of Tokens is illegal in a 
certain jurisdiction, Globatalent may cease operations in that jurisdiction, or adjust Tokens in a way to 
comply with applicable law.

Purchaser bears responsibility for complying with transfer restrictions

Tokens may be placed on third-party exchanges, giving future purchasers and users an opportunity to 
openly buy Tokens. A user seeking to enter the Globatalent Platform following the Token Launch will 
have to buy Tokens on such exchanges. Conversely, Tokens may be sold on such exchanges if the holder 
of Tokens would like to exit the Globatalent Platform ecosystem. Existing laws on the circulation of secu-
rities in certain countries, such as the United States of America, China, South Korea, Canada and Singapo-
re, may prohibit the sale of the Tokens to the residents of those countries. When buying Tokens, Purcha-
sers should be aware of the restrictions on their subsequent sale.

GENERAL SECURITY RISKS

Risk of theft and hacking

Token generation events and initial coin offerings are often targeted by hackers and bad actors. Hackers 
may attempt to interfere with the Purchaser’s digital wallet, whether located on the Globatalent Platform or 
otherwise, (the “Purchaser’s Wallet”), the Globatalent Smart Contract or the availability of Tokens in any 
number of ways, including without limitation denial of service attacks, Sybil attacks, spoofing, smurfing, 
malware attacks, or consensus-based attacks. Any such attack may result in theft of a Purchaser’s Tokens. 
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Private keys

Tokens purchased by a Purchaser may be held by a Purchaser in the Purchaser’s Wallet or vault, which requires 
a private key, or a combination of private keys, for access. Accordingly, loss of requisite private key(s) associated 
with Purchaser’s Wallet or vault storing the Tokens will result in loss of such Tokens. Moreover, any third party 
that gains access to such private key(s), including by gaining access to login credentials of a hosted wallet or 
vault service Purchaser uses, may be able to misappropriate Purchaser’s Tokens. Globatalent is not responsible 
for and shall be held harmless in respect of any such losses.

Failure to map a public key to Purchaser’s Wallet

Failure of the Purchaser to map a public key to such Purchaser’s Wallet may result in third parties being unable 
to recognize buyer’s Token balance on the Ethereum blockchain when and if they configure the initial balan-
ces of a new blockchain based upon the Globatalent Platform.

Risk of incompatible wallet service

The wallet or wallet service provider used for the acquisition and storage of the Tokens has to be technically 
compatible with the Tokens. The failure to assure this may result in the Purchaser not being able to gain 
access to its Tokens.

Risk of weaknesses or exploitable breakthroughs in the field of cryptography

Advances in cryptography, or other technical advances such as the development of quantum computers, 
could present risks to cryptocurrencies, Ethereum and Tokens, which could result in the theft or loss of 
Tokens.

Internet transmission risks

There are risks associated with using Tokens including, but not limited to, the failure of hardware, software, 
and internet connections. Globatalent shall not be responsible for any communication failures, disruptions, 
errors, distortions or delays you may experience when using the Globatalent Platform and Tokens, howsoe-
ver caused. Transactions in cryptocurrency may be irreversible, and, accordingly, losses due to fraudulent or 
accidental transactions may not be recoverable. Cryptocurrency transactions are deemed to be made when 
recorded on a public ledger, which is not necessarily the date or time when the transaction is initiated.
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GLOBATALENT PLATFORM DISCLOSURES

No guarantee that the Globatalent Smart Contract will be developed

Each Purchaser acknowledges, understands and agrees that such Purchaser should not expect and there 
is no guarantee or representation or warranty by Globatalent that:

• The Globatalent Platform will ever be adopted. 
• The Globatalent Platform will be adopted as developed by Globatalent and not in a different or modified form. 
• A blockchain utilizing or adopting Globatalent will ever be launched. 
• GlobaPlayer Tokens will ever be made available or be exchangeable for Tokens.
• A blockchain will ever be launched with or without changes to the Globatalent Platform and with or without 
a distribution matching the fixed balance of Initial Tokens (as defined below).

Furthermore, the Tokens initially generated upon the Token Launch (“Initial Tokens”) will not have any func-
tionality or rights on the Globatalent Platform and holding Initial Tokens is not a guarantee, representation or 
warranty that the holder will be able to use the Globatalent Platform, or receive any tokens utilized on the 
Globatalent Platform, even if the Globatalent Platform is launched and the Globatalent Smart Contract is 
adopted, of which there is no guarantee, representation or warranty made by Globatalentcur.

Risks associated with the Globatalent Smart Contract and associated software 
and/or infrastructure

The Globatalent Smart Contract is based on the Ethereum blockchain. As such, any malfunction, unintended 
function or unexpected functioning of the Ethereum protocol may cause the Tokens and/or the Globatalent 
Platform to malfunction or function in an unexpected or unintended manner.

The Ethereum blockchain rests on open source software, and accordingly there is the risk that the Globatalent 
Smart Contract may contain intentional or unintentional bugs or weaknesses which may negatively affect 
Tokens or result in the loss or theft of Tokens or the loss of ability to access or control Tokens. In the event of 
such a software bug or weakness, there may be no remedy and Token holders are not guaranteed any remedy, 
refund or compensation. 

On the Ethereum blockchain, timing of block production is determined by proof of work so block production 
can occur at random times. For example, Ether transferred to Globatalent’s recipient digital wallet address in 
the final seconds of a distribution period may not get included for that period.

Purchaser acknowledges and understands that the Ethereum blockchain may not include the Purchaser’s 
transaction at the time the Purchaser expects and the Purchaser may not receive the Tokens the same day the 
Purchaser sends Ether, Bitcoin or fiat curency. The Ethereum blockchain is prone to periodic congestion during 
which transactions can be delayed or lost. Individuals may also intentionally spam the Ethereum network in 
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an attempt to gain an advantage in purchasing cryptographic tokens. The Purchaser acknowledges and 
understands that Ethereum block producers may not include the Purchaser’s transaction when the Purchaser 
wants or the Purchaser’s transaction may not be included at all.

Ether, the native unit of account of the Ethereum blockchain may itself lose value in ways similar to the 
Tokens, and also other ways. More information about Ethereum is available at http://www.ethereum.org.

Irreversible nature of blockchain transactions

Transactions involving Tokens that have been verified, and thus recorded as a block on the blockchain, genera-
lly cannot be undone. Even if the transaction turns out to have been in error, or due to theft of a user’s Tokens, 
the transaction is not reversible. Further, at this time, there is no governmental, regulatory, investigative, or 
prosecutorial authority or mechanism through which to bring an action or complaint regarding missing or 
stolen cryptocurrencies and digital tokens. Consequently, Globatalent may be unable to replace missing 
Tokens or seek reimbursement for any erroneous transfer or theft of Tokens.

Amendments to protocol

The development team and administrators of the source code for Ethereum blockchain or the Globatalent 
Smart Contract could propose amendments to such network’s protocols and software that, if accepted and 
authorized, or not accepted, by the network community, could adversely affect the supply, security, value, or 
market share of Tokens.

Risk of mining attacks

As with other decentralized cryptocurrencies, Ethereum blockchain, which is used for the Tokens, is suscepti-
ble to mining attacks, including but not limited to double-spend attacks, majority mining power attacks, 
“selfish-mining” attacks, and race condition attacks. 

Any successful attacks present a risk to the Tokens, expected proper execution and sequencing of Tokens, 
and expected proper execution and sequencing of Ethereum contract computations in general. Despite the 
efforts of Globatalent and Ethereum Foundation, the risk of known or novel mining attacks exists. Mining 
attacks, as described above, may also target other blockchain networks, with which the Tokens interact with 
and consequently the Tokens may be impacted also in that way to the extent described above.

Risk of default by player, athlete or club

The payment to a Purchaser of any monies, funds or tokens in connection with its holding of GlobaPlayer 
Tokens or Tokens is dependent upon the underlying player, athlete or club performing their obligations and 
ensuring that the monies, funds or tokens are available to the holders of GlobaPlayer Tokens for distribution by 
the Globatalent Smart Contract. There is a risk that the player, athlete or club defaults on their obligations and 
that the Purchaser never received any payments in connection with their holding of GlobaPlayer Tokens. These 
actions could adversely affect the Globatalent Platform and the value and/or utility of any Token you own.
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The holder of GlobaPlayer Tokens may have no contractual nexus or ability to instigate legal proceedings 
against the player, athlete or club where a default arises and should take specific legal advice on this matter 
before acquiring the Tokens or GlobaPlayer Tokens.

In addition, the player, athlete or club that a Purchaser has chosen to support by acquiring GlobaPlayer Tokens 
may never fulfil their potential, become successful or earn enough to generate a return for the Purchaser.

COMPANY DISCLOSURES

Legal structure of Token generator

Globatalent is an exempted company incorporated in the Cayman Islands pursuant to the Companies Law 
(Revised) of the Cayman Islands. An exempted company is a body corporate which has separate legal persona-
lity capable of exercising all the functions of a natural person of full capacity irrespective of any question of 
corporate benefit, and having perpetual succession. The constitution of an exempted company is contained in 
two documents, the memorandum of association and the articles of association (the “Articles”). The Articles 
typically provide that there must be at least one director of a Cayman company. Generally, the Articles will 
specify that the management of a Cayman company is the responsibility of, and is carried out by, its board of 
directors. If the Articles permit it, a Cayman company may indemnify officers and directors of the company from 
all liabilities and expenses incurred by search persons in the performance of their duties.

The memorandum of association of a Cayman Islands company must specify the authorised share capital of such 
company. The memorandum of association will state the aggregate amount of the authorised share capital, toge-
ther with details of the number of shares into which it is divided and the par value of those shares. As a Token 
holder, you are not a party to the memorandum of association or the Articles and are not entitled to any right or 
interest in or to shares of Globatalent and have no rights to appoint or remove the board of directors of Globatalent.

Because Tokens confer no governance rights of any kind with respect to the Globatalent Platform or Globata-
lent, all decisions involving Globatalent’s products or services within the Globatalent Platform or Globatalent 
itself will be made by Globatalent at its sole discretion. These decisions could adversely affect the Globatalent 
Platform and the value and/or utility of any Token you own.

Dependence on management team 

The ability of the Globatalent Platform project team which is responsible for maintaining competitive position 
of the Globatalent Platform is dependent to a large degree on the services of a senior management team. The 
loss or diminution in the services of members of such senior management team or an inability to attract, retain 
and maintain additional senior management personnel could have a material adverse effect on the Globata-
lent Platform and the value of the Tokens. Competition for personnel with relevant expertise is intense due to 
the small number of qualified individuals, and this competition may seriously affect Globatalent’s ability to 
retain its existing senior management and attract additional qualified senior management personnel, which 
could have a significant adverse impact on the Globatalent Platform and the value of the Tokens.
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Risks related to reliance on third parties

Even if completed, the Globatalent Platform will rely, in whole or in part, on third-parties to adopt and 
implement it and to continue to develop, supply, and otherwise support it. There is no assurance or gua-
rantee that those third-parties will complete their work, properly carry out their obligations, or otherwise 
meet anyone’s needs, any of which might have a material adverse effect on the Globatalent Platform and 
the value of the Tokens.

Insufficient interest in the Globatalent Platform and the Tokens

It is possible that the Globatalent Platform or Tokens will not be used by a large number of individuals, 
businesses and organizations and that there will be limited public interest in the creation and develop-
ment of its functionalities. Such a lack of interest could impact the development of the Globatalent Plat-
form and the value of the Tokens.

Globatalent Platform development risks

The development of the Globatalent Platform and/or Globatalent Smart Contract may be abandoned for a 
number of reasons, including lack of interest from the public, lack of funding, lack of commercial success or 
prospects, or departure of key personnel.

Changes to the Globatalent Platform

The Globatalent Platform is still under development and may undergo significant changes over time. 
Although Associated Parties intend for the Globatalent Platform to have the features and specifications 
set forth in this whitepaper, changes to such features and specifications may be made for any number of 
reasons, any of which may mean that the Globatalent Platform does not meet the expectations of the 
Purchaser.

Other projects

The Globatalent Platform may give rise to other, alternative projects, promoted by parties that are affilia-
ted or unaffiliated with the Associated Parties, and such projects may provide no benefit to the Globata-
lent Platform.

Disclosures relating to conflicts of interest

Any of the Associated Parties may be engaged in transactions with related parties and conflicts of inte-
rest may arise, potentially resulting in the conclusion of transactions on terms not determined by market 
forces.
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Acknowledgements and warranties by purchasers

Acknowledgements

By (i) accessing or accepting possession of any information in this whitepaper (or any part thereof) or (ii) 
transferring payment (whether in fiat currency or cryptocurrency) and agreeing to purchase the Tokens, 
each Purchaser agrees and acknowledges that:

•  The Tokens do not and are not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction. This whitepaper 
does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer 
of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction.

•  The Tokens are meant for internal use within the Globatalent Platform and are not intended as securi-
ties or other assets to be used for speculative trading purposes. Globatalent does not operate an exchan-
ge for Tokens and there is no guarantee of the future value of the Tokens. Globatalent does not take any 
responsibility for any trade in Tokens in or through third-party exchanges. The possibility exists that the 
Tokens could be worth nothing. 

•  This whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on, any advice to buy or sell, or any solici-
tation of any offer to purchase any Tokens nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its presentation form 
the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or any investment or purchase decision. 

•  No regulatory authority in any applicable jurisdiction has examined or approved of the information set 
out in this whitepaper and the publication, distribution or dissemination of the whitepaper to you does 
not imply that any applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with. 

•  Any agreement as between Globatalent and a Purchaser, and in relation to any sale and purchase, of 
Tokens is, in the absence of Purchase Documents, to be governed by this whitepaper. 

•  Notwithstanding any other section of this whitepaper, and to the extent permissible by applicable laws, 
Globatalent shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any 
kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss 
of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this whitepaper or 
any part thereof by a Purchaser. 

•  No information in the whitepaper should be considered to be business, legal, financial or tax advice 
regarding Globatalent, the Tokens or the Token Launch. 

•  They should consult their own legal, financial, tax or other professional adviser regarding Globatalent 
and its respective businesses and operations, the Tokens and the Token Launch.
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Warranties

By (i) accessing or accepting possession of any information in this whitepaper (or any part thereof) or (ii) 
transferring payment (whether in fiat currency or cryptocurrency) and agreeing to purchase the Tokens, 
each Purchaser represents and warrants to Globatalent as follows:

• That they have read, understood and accepted sole responsibility for the disclosed and undisclosed 
risks, disclaimers and other disclosures inherent in participating in the Token Launch and the purchasing 
of Tokens as set out in this whitepaper.

• That they are not a citizen or resident of any jurisdiction or territory into which a sale or distribution of 
the Token would be unlawful (each a “Prohibited Territory”) and are not purchasing the Tokens on behalf 
of, whether directly or indirectly, a citizen of any Prohibited Territory.

• That they have the power to enter into, exercise any rights and perform and comply with their obligations 
under this whitepaper and their entry into, exercise of their rights and/or performance of or compliance with 
their obligations under this whitepaper including accessing, distribution or dissemination of this whitepaper, is 
not prohibited or restricted by the applicable laws, regulations or rules in the Purchaser’s jurisdiction or country 
of residence, and where any restrictions in relation to the aforementioned are applicable, the Purchaser: 
- Accepts sole liability for non-compliance with such applicable laws, regulations and rules in the Purcha-
ser’s jurisdiction or country of residence
- Has observed and complied with all such applicable laws, regulations and rules in the Purchaser’s juris-
diction or country of residence at the Purchaser’s own and sole expense.

• That all actions, conditions and things required to be taken, fulfilled and done:
- In order to enable the Purchaser to lawfully enter into, exercise their rights and perform and comply 
with their obligations imposed by this whitepaper and to ensure that those obligations are legally 
binding and enforceable. 
- For the issue of the Tokens on the terms and conditions set out in this whitepaper, have been taken, 
fulfilled and done.
 
• That all the Purchaser’s obligations under this whitepaper are valid, binding and enforceable on such 
Purchaser in accordance with their terms.

• That the Purchaser has adequate understanding of the operation, functionality, usage, storage, trans-
mission mechanisms and other material characteristics of cryptocurrencies, blockchain-based systems, 
cryptocurrency wallets or other related coin/token storage mechanisms, blockchain technology and 
smart contract technology.

• That the Purchaser is acquiring Tokens primarily for use in the Globatalent Platform.

• All of the above representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate and non-misleading from the time 
of the Purchaser’s pre-registration (where applicable) and purchase of Tokens pursuant to the Token Launch.
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Other notices

AML and KYC

Measures aimed at the prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing will require a Purchaser to 
verify their identity and/or the source of funds to Globatalent. This procedure may apply on all or any of 
(i) the initial purchase of the Tokens, (ii) the use of the Globatalent Platform, (iii) the exchange of the 
Tokens for GlobaPlayer Tokens, (4) the transfer of the Tokens, (5) the receipt of any GlobaPlayer Tokens 
via the Globatalent Smart Contract or (vi) as Globatalent deems necessary or desirable in connection with 
its AML and KYC policies and procedures.

By way of example, an individual may be required to produce the original passport or identification card 
or copy duly certified by a public authority such as a notary public, the police or the ambassador in his 
country of residence, together with two original documents evidencing his address such as a utility bill 
or bank statement or duly certified copies. In the case of corporate applicants this may require produc-
tion of a certified copy of the Certificate of Incorporation (and any change of name) and of the Memoran-
dum and Articles of Association (or equivalent), and of the names and residential and business addresses 
of all directors and beneficial owners. 

The details given above are by way of example only and Globatalent will request such information and 
documentation as it considers is necessary to verify the identity and source of funds of a prospective 
Purchaser. 

Each Purchaser acknowledges that Globatalent shall be held harmless against any loss arising as a result 
of a failure to provide such information and documentation as has been requested by Globatalent.

Each Purchaser further acknowledges and agrees that any failure by them to comply with Globatalent’s 
requests in relation to measures aimed at the prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing, 
may result in action being taken against the Purchaser in respect of the Tokens including, without limita-
tion, the suspension or withdrawal of the Purchaser’s account on the Globatalent Platform or the Tokens 
held by them.


